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SUMMER WATER SUPPLY REMINDERS
 

Longer days and warmer temperatures are our annual signals to fire up our outdoor irrigation

sprinklers.  Every summer, water use in our community doubles as a result of keeping our landscapes

watered.  The District would like residents to be aware that our water supply is entirely from the Mammoth

basin and therefore dependent on the previous winter’s snowpack and available groundwater.

This year the water content of the snowpack at Mammoth Pass is below normal, thus, 2009 represents

the third consecutive below normal year for runoff.  Water tables that supply the community’s groundwater

have not fully recovered from the previous dry years and use of our surface water supply is carefully

monitored to maintain healthy trout populations in Mammoth Creek.  Thus far, the Water District’s Board of

Directors has not declared a drought nor instituted water restrictions.  However, to insure there is enough

water for everyone’s needs, staff is carefully monitoring supplies and requests the public use our water

resources consciously and follow the District’s water codes that are intended to stretch our water supply. 

Please comply with the Water District requirements for outdoor water use:

v  Water only between the hours of 5:00 pm to 10:00 am

v  Do not allow water to pool, pond, or run off of applied areas

v  Repair leaks, and

v  Equip hoses with an automatic shut-off device.

Specific watering days, based on your physical address, are required.  If you have an even numbered address,

outdoor irrigation is permitted only on even numbered days and customers with odd numbered addresses may

only water on odd numbered days.  Drip irrigation systems, hand watering and certain large turf playing areas

are exempt from the even/odd address restrictions.  In addition, you may request a 30-day exemption for

newly installed turf by filling out an application available at the Water District’s office.  Watering your

landscape less frequently can result in healthier plants by reducing mold and disease and encouraging deeper

rooting.  And lastly, restaurants are reminded to serve water to customers only upon request. 

For questions regarding the regulations, please contact the District during normal business hours at

934-2596 extension 314.  


